Manifesto for Mess Secretary

I, Anupradiksha Rajan (160100019), if elected as a mess secy propose to do the following

Initiatives:

- Implement zero wastage day twice a month to demote food wastage
- Setting of KFC, dominos stalls at discounted rates during pest control
- Regular checking of quality of milk through lactometer and also a thermometer for perfect readings
- Organize atleast one online and one offline referendum per semester

Responsibilities:

- Regularly attend meetings with warden and the contractor along with the mess council and actively participate in it
- Prepare a well balanced nutritious diet covering all types of cuisines and seasonal fruits
- Random hygiene and brand checking in mess
- Ensure different cooking and serving of veg and non-veg food
- Systematic preparation of Jain food and maintaining a database of the total number of jain students in the hostel
- Conduct pest control in mess and canteen periodically
- To work on every suggestion and complaint from complaint register regarding mess and canteen and inform everyone about the decision taken by the council on the complaints
- Updation of mess bills on the notice board as well as online
- Ensure hygiene in the mess, dining areas as well as personal hygiene of the mess workers
- Will ensure that quantity of food wastage be put up on white board, and change the menu according to the amount of food wasted

Other Duties:

- Conduct tea party and gala dinner once in semester
- Special menu for festivals with sweets or special lunch
- Provide participants with refreshments during practice hours of cultural events like Gyrations, Goonj, PAF and MDGC
- Organize Gratitude function for the mess workers to motivate them

Duties as a council member:

- Attending the council meetings regularly
- Will coordinate with council to organize the hostel events like Gyrations, Goonj, PAF, MDGC
- Will actively support other members of Hostel Council and will help them whenever required.